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ABSTRACT 
Pose estimation of cylindrical pellet using a single camera-in-hand 
configuration of a robot is discussed in this paper. Approaches to 
estimate pose in both isolated and an occluded environment is 
discussed. The pellet contour from the segmented image of the 
scene was compared with contours in the database to ascertain the 
matching orientation. For occluded pellets, a multiple-view based 
pose recognition system is proposed. Later, the estimated pose 
was communicated to the robot to enable it to pick-up the pellet. 
This has been experimentally implemented for cylindrical pellets 
and the performance is discussed. The algorithm enables online 
pellet pose determination and pick-up using KUKA KR5 robot. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
I.4.9 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Applications. I.2.9 
[Artificial Intelligence]: Robotics - Commercial robots and 
applications. I.4.8 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: 
Scene analysis- object recognition. J.6 [Computer Applications]: 
Computer-aided engineering - Computer-aided manufacturing 
(CAM). 

General Terms 
Pose estimation using monocular vision, curve based matching,  

Keywords 
computer vision, robotics, pose 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Manufacturing industries require higher levels of automation to 
attain higher productivity. One of the task which is difficult to 
automate is picking and assembling of objects. This is because 

pose estimation becomes difficult because of the fact that many of 
engineering components like cylindrical objects are without 
prominent features. Another issue is that many of the 
manufactured components are gathered in bins which give rise to 
mutual occlusion between objects. Popular approaches of pose 
estimation include the use of stereo-vision [1] and range 
sensors[2]. Stereo setup can be used to reconstruct the scene by 
finding correspondence between two images. However, this can 
become problematic if objects possess fewer features or 
landmarks to produce the point correspondence and thus the 
disparity map. Another approach is the use of range sensors to get 
the 3D point cloud of the scene to estimate the object’s pose. 
Though this is the most common method of implementation of bin 
picking, it is time consuming and computationally intensive. 
Another suitable alternative is to use multiple views from a 
camera to estimate the pose. Later texture extractors like SIFT[7, 
8] etc can be used to determine features for matching. In this type 
of technique, images of object are taken from different angles and 
its features are saved in database. At the time of pose estimation, 
features are extracted and matched with those from the database to 
find the matching pose. But objects like cylindrical pellets (many 
industrial applications uses cylindrical bar stocks for 
manufacturing) are featureless and thus above technique will fail 
in this case. Added to it, this is a very costly solution in terms of 
both price and time. This paper proposes an algorithm which will 
estimate the pose of a cylindrical object online using monocular 
vision. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the pose 
estimation problem for a pellet constrained to a plane. Section 3 
explains pose estimation in occlusion. Set up for robot 
performance evaluation is presented in Section 4. Results are 
discussed in Section 5. Finally conclusions are discussed in 
Section 6. 

2.  POSITION AND ORIENTATION 
ESTIMATION 
In the case of previous research in the area of estimating pose 
using monocular vision [3, 4], the trend has been to use a database 
to learn about the model and then to estimate the position and 
pose of a pellet. In contrast, we propose a slightly different 
approach based on matching the database contours with the 
contours of segmented image. 
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2.1 Position estimation 
If an attempt is made to map a 2D image point to 3D, then the 
result obtained is a line, instead of a unique point [1]. To obtain a 
unique point, one value among either the x, y or z coordinates is 
required. The fact that all pellets are lying on a plane, i.e., the 
point on the pellet that touches the planar surface will have a fixed 
z axis coordinate value can be exploited to find other two values 
using the following equation 
 

         A2×2P2×1 = B2×1                                   (1) 
where 
P2x1 = [X, Y]Tis the unknown world coordinate 

× = , − , , − ,, − , , − ,  

× = [ , + , − , , , + , − , ]  
[ , ]T is image coordinate,  , are the values from the camera matrix with index [ , ]T 

obtained from the calibration information and  	is known value of  coordinate of the plane in world coordinate 
system. 
To fix [ , ]T in image, the point on the object, where it touches 
the table is considered. 

2.2 Segmentation 
We have used S.K.Nayar’s [5] approach of relative reflectance 
ratio for segmentation. It finds connection between two 
neighbouring pixels on the basis of reflectance ratio and 
distinguishes pellets from background. This approach gives nearly 
consistent results for a wide variety of illumination. 

2.3 Orientation estimation 
This section will describe different steps used for estimating 
orientation of the pellet. We subdivide the process into following 
sections namely 

1. Database Creation 
2. Curve based matching 
3. Hierarchical search 

2.3.1 Database creation 
Using a 3D model of the pellet, we create a database of its 
appearance in 2D when viewed from camera. This can be done 
offline. The camera matrix which is needed for this step can be 
obtained by using any camera calibration technique. Additionally, 
since the workspace is small, the perspective effect on 2D 
appearance, due to change in position of pellet will be very small 
and can be neglected. This will reduce the size of the database. 
Firstly the 3D position of pellet in the workspace was fixed and 
then, the orientation was changed to create the database. Using 3D 
transformation, points on pellets in 3D can be easily transformed 
according to the required orientation. This helps in making the 
algorithm translation and rotation invariant. Since the size of 
object is within a given range the algorithm does not consider 
scale variations. With the help of following equation, the 
projection of a 3D point in image plane can be estimated 

   = 	         (2) 
where, 

is 3×1 matrix of homogeneous image coordinate, 
is 4×1 matrix of homogeneous world coordinate , 
is3×4 matrix of camera parameters and  is a scaling constant. 

2.3.2  Curve based matching 
The decision about match is made (about matching of two curves) 
by calculating the average distance between pixels of two curves. ℎ = −	∑ ‖ ‖∗ ∗ 100           (3) 
where, 

PAi = ith pixel in curve A 
PBi = ith corresponding pixel of curve A in curve B 
n = total number of pixels in curve A 
md = maximum distance between two pixels, fixed before 
running algorithm 

 

 
Figure 1. Corresponding pixel of C in Curve A on curve B 

To find the correspondence between pixels of two curves, we 
draw a normal on a pixel of reference curve and find its 
intersection point in the other curve. If no corresponding point is 
found, then, instead of distance, we give penalty (some high 
value) for that pixel. To illustrate the process, consider two curves 
A and B such that Curve B is the edge image of the real pellet and 
curve A is the edge image of the database pellet (see Figure 1). 
For finding corresponding point of pixel C in curve B, we draw a 
normal on curve A at point C and the point at which this line 
intersects curve B is the required point. 

2.3.3 Hierarchical search 
A hierarchical search was used to ascertain orientation of pellet. 
In hierarchical searching, discrete data are initially taken and 
some filtration is used to localize the area of interest. Using this, 
the search can be continuously refined to find the desired result. 
This search gives results equivalent to exhaustive searching but 
has very low computational complexity. For example, let the pose 
of pellet be 37.From 360 angular values, we initially reduce the 
solution space to 20 angular values (by taking samples with step 
size of 20) and then to 5.Finally we select a single angular value 
which is the estimated pose. The algorithm with curve based 
matching is explained in Figure 2. 
1. SegmentImage()  
2. FindContour() to obtain contour edges and pick anyone of the 

contour’s edge, say curveA 
3. Iterate through database pellet with different orientation angles and 

step size of 20, say curve B 

weight = − ∑ ‖ ‖∗  

AddWeightInList(weight,curveB) 
GO TO STEP 3 till all permutation of angle is referenced 
4. IF all permutations are referenced then 

temppellet = FindMinWeightedPellet() 
5. Iterate through database pellet with angle differed to temppellet by 

±10 and with step size of 5. Repeat process as done in step 3. 
6. After all permutations are referenced then 

temppellet = FindMinWeightedPellet() 
7. Again iterate through database pellet with angle differed to 

temppellet by ±3 and with step size of 1. Repeat process done in step 
3. 

8. The pellet which has the minimal weight will be the final pellet. 
Figure 2. Curve matching algorithm with hierarchical search 
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Hence we make use of tree structure during creation of list of 
hypothesis. In the first step, database contours are matched by 
varying angles with step size of 20°. Instead of taking one value, 
top three matching values are taken into consideration. These 
three values will become node of the search tree and further 
search will be around these values. Then search is begun around 
these three values by considering angles±10 of estimated value. 
Again top three matching values are considered and search is 
further continued by keeping these values as center of angular 
area of search. In the end, the results consist of values of different 
orientation and its matching percentage. These are the leaf node of 
the tree structure. With the help of insertion sort, hypothesis with 
same angles are removed from the list. If top value is above 
threshold and next value has matching percentage below threshold 
then top value will be considered as pose of pellet and robot is 
commanded to pick that pellet. If top value is not above a given 
threshold then this list is then verified in the next view. 

3.1.4 Degree of Occlusion 
Till now we have created the hypotheses list and verified it. We 
commanded the robot to pick it up. When the robot reaches the 
pellet’s position to grab it, other pellets (which were touching the 
pellet) might get damaged by the gripper. This problem will arise 
when pellets are placed close to one another. Due to this even if 
we detect pellet accurately, we cannot grip it because of the 
surrounding pellets. 
To know how many sides of pellets are open, we have tweaked 
the curve-fitting algorithm. The curve of the contour is found by 
using any standard edge detection algorithm. Then we try to fit the 
verified pellet into that curve using curve-fitting algorithm. But 
instead of calculating weight (matching percentage) by 
considering both curves we will consider only curve formed by re-
projection of verified pellet. Equation to find matching percentage 
is given below ℎ = ∑ ‖ ‖∗ ∗ 100                            (4) 

where, PAi = ith pixel in curve A 
PBi = ith corresponding pixel of curveA in curveB 
 n = total number of pixels in curve A 
md = maximum distance between two pixels (fixed before 
running algorithm) 
Weight will give us an estimation of how many edges are open. If 
weight is high then that many pixels of edges are visible on the 
image and hence three or four edges are open. Whereas if weight 
is less then lesser number of pixel of edges are visible on the 
image and hence one or two edges are open. Using this method 
one can find an pellet’s pose and possibility of it being picked up 
safely, even in an environment having occluding pellets. 
One can also quantify occlusion using following method. 
To quantify occlusion one can make use of following equation ℎ = −	∑ ‖ ‖∗ ∗ 100             (5) 

where, PAi = ith pixel in curve A 
PBi = ith corresponding pixel of curve A in curve B 
n = total number of pixels in curve A 
md = maximum distance between two pixels, fixed before running 
algorithm 
Curve A represents curve stored in database and curve B 
represents curve extracted from segmented image. Method of 
finding corresponding pixel and distance is as explained in 
Section 2.1. 

On the basis of computed weight we have empirically quantified 
occlusion in following manner according to the ranges in weight. 

• If weight is in the range[100,90]→ No Occlusion 

• If weight is in the range(90,70] → Low Occlusion 

• If weight is in the range (70,55]→ Medium Occlusion 

• If weight is below 55 → High Occlusion 

4. REPEATABILITY MEASUREMENT 
Since the discussed methods assume that the robot reaches the 
taught position with very less error, the robots repeatability has to 
be measured. For repeatability measurements, a single camera was 
mounted on the end-effector of the robot and oriented such that 
the axis of rotation of the last link is parallel to the camera optical 
axis. The orientation of the end-effector was orthogonal to the 
planar surface. The two fold advantage of this orientation is that 
the object is always picked up from this orientation and the 
external camera parameters will remain the same. With regards to 
position, four 2D points were fixed such that they form the four 
extremities of the workspace where the pellet will be placed for 
pick up by the robot. In this experiment a square area of 
approximately 200 mm×200 mm was considered as the 
workspace. The fifth point was considered as the point of 
intersection of the diagonals of the square. The home point was 
considered as the pose of the robot where the camera has been 
calibrated for pellet pose estimation. No extra load was placed on 
the gripper and the experiments were done as per the details in 
[10, 11]. 
A blank sheet was pasted on a planar surface, for e.g. a writing 
desk. On the paper, a square was sketched using a pencil. The 
robot end-effector was taken to the position while maintaining a 
constant z value and orientation. The camera calibration was done 
using the edges of a calliper for the given z axis value and 
orientation (implying internal camera parameters are estimated 
while external camera parameters are assumed to be constant). 
This was maintained throughout the experiment. The robot path 
was fixed over each of the corners. Later, a hand to eye 
measurement was made using the same pose of robot to measure 
the position of the robot end-effector from the camera images. 
Then the robot was taken in a cycle across the five points as per 
[10]. At each point, the images were taken and then, processed 
and segmented. A Hough transform [12] based approach was used 
to obtain the lines in the images. The displacement of the point of 
intersection with respect to the camera position was measured. 
Since the camera was rigidly mounted on the end-effector, the 
measurements made with respect to the camera correspond to the 
original position of the robot end-effector. The set-up is shown in 
Figure 5. 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
A BASLER PILOT camera was mounted on the end-effector of 
KUKA KR5 robot. Robot Sensor Interface (RSI) was used to 
communicate with the robot through Ethernet. The computer 
system used was based on Intel Xeon processor. Pellet’s diameter 
and height were approximately 12 mm and 14mm respectively. 
The diameter and height vary within a range of 2 mm and 10mm 
respectively. The pellets were kept on the planar surface at 
random orientations in a non-occluding fashion at the first stage of 
experiments. Direct Linear Transformation (DLT) is used for 
camera calibration [6]. 
Firstly camera calibration was done for a fixed pose of the robot. 
Later, cylinders of different radii and heights were considered and 
the database was created. This can be done offline. The image of 
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database. Before estimating the pose, the position of the pellet was 
determined and then using a lookup table, the corresponding 
database suitable for that area was selected and subsequent 
matching was done. 
Repeated tests have proved that the proposed algorithm would 
enable successful pick up of the cylindrical pellets. Since the 
pellet shape was known, the present approach is well suited and 
justified. The time required for estimating pellet’s pose can be 
reduced further with the use of parallel processing, since the 
matching of two database curves with original one does not 
depend on each other. 
The methodology discussed here assumes that the repeatability of 
robot is very high. The measured repeatability values are tabulated 
in Table 4. Low values of repeatability support the assumption of 
the calibration matrix remaining unchanged after calibrating for a 
given pose. This also annuls the need of a computationally 
complex visual servoing based algorithm to pick up pellets whose 
pose has been estimated.  
Figure 11 shows the image of the pellet in different lighting 
conditions. The thresholding operation has given good results in 
both high illumination and low illumination. This makes it 
possible to implement the algorithm with fewer constraints on the 
lighting condition. 

    
          (a)                       (b)                   (c)             (d)   
Figure 11 Results of thresholding with varying background 
background; (a) Image in dark background; (b) thresholded 
image of a; (c) image with bright background; (d) thresholded 
image of d. 
Table 2. Result of pose estimation for occluded pellet 
Average error in estimating orientation 
(degree) 

12 

Average error in estimating position (mm) 5 
Average time taken (ms) 571 
 
Table 3. Quantification of occlusion and grasping 

Pellet showed in 
Figure Graspable Occlusion 

Quantization 
8 Yes Low 
9 Yes Low 
10 No High 
 
Table 4. Repeatability measurements for robot 

Position Repeatability (mm) 
1 0.52 
2 0.19 
3 0.41 
4 0.20 
5 0.22 

6. CONCLUSION 
Pose estimation of cylindrical pellets for pick up by industrial 
robots has been proposed. An orientation estimation method based 
on curve based matching with a database is proposed. The pellet 
position is obtained from the calibration information for the given 
camera position and orientation. This information will enable pick 

up of pellets using the robot’s gripper. For occluded pellets a 
slightly varied approach based on multiple views was used. The 
probable poses have been estimated from one view and then 
verified using the next view. The possibility of successful pick up 
has been quantified using a measure of occlusion which can be 
utilized to decide whether to attempt a pick up or not in the given 
occluded environment. The performance of these algorithms have 
been tested and quantified. The performance proves that this 
method can be used for robot based bin picking applications and 
can replace computationally intensive visual servoing and laser 
range scanning based methods. 
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